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Apologies:
examples all
from CDF
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Current State – Limits are presented in terms of Rlim

Distribu(on of
expected limits
(CDF, for illustra(on)
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Bayesian Limits
Including uncertain(es on nuisance parameters θ

L′(data | r) =

∫ L(data | r,θ )π (θ )dθ

where π(θ) encodes our prior belief in the values of
the uncertain parameters. Usually Gaussian centered on
the best es(mate and with a width given by the systema(c.
€The integral is high‐dimensional. Markov Chain MC integra(on is
quite useful!
Useful for a variety of results:

Limits:

rlim

0.95 =

∫ L′(data | r)π (r)dr
0

Measure r:

Typically π(r) is constant
Other op(ons possible.
Sensi&vity to priors a
concern.

rhigh

0.68 =

∫ L′(data | r)π (r)dr

+( r

−r

)

high
max
r = rmax −( rmax
−rlow )

rlow
€
Usually: shortest interval containing 68% of the posterior
(other choices possible). Use the word “credibility” in place of “conﬁdence”
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Cousins and Highland
• Really just an applica(on of the previous
page’s Bayesian formula.
• Bayesian interpreta(on of acceptance
uncertainty for the signal predic(on.
• Similar to to “adding sta(s(cal and
systema(c uncertain(es in quadrature”
• Small signal uncertain(es add in
quadrature with much larger data sta(s(cal
uncertainty and have a small eﬀect on
the limit. If the expected limit is around 1xSM,
then a 10% signal uncertainty has
a ~1% eﬀect on the limit.
Cousins and Highland, NIM A 320, 331 (1992).
quoted in T. Junk, NIM A 434, 435 (1999).
May 17, 2010
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And we Also Produce LLR and CLs Plots
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€

H1=SM with a Higgs boson
H2=SM without a Higgs boson
θ: uncertain parameters encoding
systema(c uncertainty
hats ≡ best‐ﬁt values

CLb = P(LLR ≥ LLRobs| H0)
CLs+b = P(LLR ≥ LLRobs | H1)
CLs ≡ CLs+b/CLb
Systema(c uncertain(es included by ﬂuctua(ng
the uncertain parameters in the pseudoexperiments.
Fimng is an op(miza(on step and reduces sensi(vity to systema(cs
May 17, 2010
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Projec(ng Sensi(vity into the Future – Some guesswork
on improvement factors, but mostly sqrt(L)
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Alterna(ve Sugges(ons for Presenta(on of Higgs Search Results
1) Model‐Independent (almost!) limits on the cross sec(on (mes the decay b.r.
‐‐ We used to do this all the (me!

If you’re looking for
a single source of signal,
it works great!
We prefer to do this
when we can.
Precludes combining
together searches for ggH,
WH, ZH, VBF
We can (will! and do!) set limits
on individual processes but
don’t yet test the SM except in combina(on
May 17, 2010
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Another typical Limit Plot – A Stop Search.
A typical thing to do –
Subtract 1 sigma from the theory
predic(on and quote mass limits
based on the intersec(on of
theory – 1 sigma and the observed
curve. Call it “conserva(ve”
Coverage means the false exclusion rate
if a signal is truly there is no more than 5%
Credibility means that we believe at most
5% that the true cross sec(on is above
the excluded cross sec(on.
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Conserva(ve Es(mates of Systema(c Uncertainty
Before computers were fast, we needed a quick,
approximate way to include systema(c uncertainty.
When semng limits – subtract 1 sigma from the background predic(on (get worse limits),
subtract 1 sigma from the signal predic(on. Write paper, move on.
When making a discovery – harder! Cannot subtract 1 sigma anymore from the background!
Add? How many sigma? Evidence is 3 sigma, Observa(on is 5. What if the signal is
similar in size to the systema(c uncertainty on the background?
Need a consistent approach – cannot have a 1 sigma deﬁcit and a 1 sigma excess on the
same data sample! Flip and ﬂop in the same paper: we show the discovery plot at the
same (me as the limit plot (even if no discovery or no limit, we always show it).
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Subtrac(ng One Sigma of Systema(c Uncertainty – Further Impacts
Also need to compute expected limits. Expected limits get worse (more conserva(ve) with
higher background predic(ons, but observed limits get worse with lower background
predic(ons.
People compare our observed limits – if we use a diﬀerent value of the background for
the observed and expected limits, they won’t match up, even if we observe in the data
exactly what we expect.
Granted, lowering the signal predic(on always goes in the same direc(on, but the
inconsistency of the procedure in the background case leaves me unsa(sﬁed.
CLs plot, 1‐CLb plot, LLR plot, and the cross sec(on limit plot should be one‐to‐one
transforma(ons of each other! What’s conserva(ve for limits is usually aggressive
for discovery.
Why subtract one sigma? 95% CL limits are really “2” sigma. One sigma seems arbitrary.
May 17, 2010
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The Very Latest – Tevatron limits on ggHWW compared with 4th genera(on models

No theory errors on the cross sec(on
when semng limits on the cross sec(on!
But: S(ll include theory uncertain(es
on the rela(ve acceptance of H+0J, 1J, 2+J

Theory Uncertain(es included when
semng limits on mH in the context
of a speciﬁc model
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A Proposed Alterna(ve ‐‐ Why Not Put Error Bands on the “1”?

Cartoon Example – No work has
been done to ﬁgure out what
this really should be

• Encourages people to subtract one sigma from the theory and compare 95% CL limits
with that.
• Luminosity and channel and mH dependent: As we collect more
luminosity, the less uncertain channels play a larger role. If our channels are more
sensi(ve to WH, ZH, VBF compared with ggH, have to adjust accordingly.
May 17, 2010
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Another Op(on Not Fully Inves(gated Yet
Rlim is an ar(ﬁcal parameter anyhow ‐‐ no one expects WH, ZH, and VBF to
scale together with ggH.
We elevate it to the status of a parameter of interest for technical reasons – when
we are far away from the SM predic(on in sensi(vity, it tells us how much
luminosity we need to test the SM.
Lrequired = Lanalyzed/(expected Rlim)2.
It is also convenient currency to express limits on combina(ons of WH, ZH, VBF and
ggH, but it is model dependent ‐‐ not bad when the model is the SM though.
But maybe Rlim has outlived its usefulness at mH=165 GeV?
Let’s put limits on the μr=μf scale instead! Flat priors already.
Have to include the null hypothesis of course (maybe there is no Higgs boson!)
May 17, 2010
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Pivalls of Semng Limits on Parameters that
don’t Scale the Cross Sec(on
Even if the prior is ﬂat, s(ll can set nontrivial limits with no experimental input.

Perhaps the model we are tes(ng is the SM with two parameters – mH and scale.
But it seems like eleva(ng the scale uncertainty above other kinds of (mundane)
systema(c uncertainty.
May 17, 2010
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A Cau(onary Tale – the SLAC Møller Polarimeter
Importance of
gemng the
diﬀeren(al spectra
right!

M. Swartz et al., NIM A 363 526 (1995)
Here: detector resolu(on is “too good”!
May 17, 2010

Inclusive asymmetry with one bin
was predicted to give the right polariza(on
measurement (and it does).
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Suppose it’s Detector Eﬃciency Mismodeling Instead

Suppose the detector eﬃciency at the peak is lower in the experiment than modeled, but
the eﬃciency on the tails is higher than modeled. Eﬀect is the same as the theory
mismodeling of the diﬀeren(al cross sec(on.
Similarly for mismodeled resolu(on – events may migrate from the core to the tails
more in data than in the predic(on and have another eﬀect – limi(ng case: we’re back
to one bin again.
Some(mes we can be misled by the data. A 45 GeV e‐ incident on Fe may be “obviously” like
a 45 GeV e‐ incident on free electrons so much that blaming the wider peak on detector resolu(on
is much more plausible.
But theorists will say eﬃciency and resolu(on are experimental issues, and experimentalists
can assign whatever prior we like to them.
May 17, 2010
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Cross Sec(ons and Limits
Subtrac(ng one sigma from the predic(on to be “conserva(ve” results in biased
cross sec(on measurements – it wouldn’t have been right in the Møller polarimeter
case to shiy predic(ons by one sigma.

Example: Bayesian posterior
can be used to set limits (integrate 95%
of it), or also measure a cross sec(on –
Pick the peak, and set an interval
containing 68% of the integral
(34% below the peak 34% above, if
possible).
We would like a consistent treatment
of the theory uncertainty when
semng limits and making cross sec(on
measurements.
Other possibili(es with the same
feature – pick the best LLR value,
and use Cousins and Feldman for
a joint mass and cross sec(on ﬁt – smooth
behavior from limits to measurements.
May 17, 2010

Posterior Distribu(on

One can argue we are semng limits and thus are being one‐sided with our test, and thus
it’s okay to subtract one sigma. But we hope to measure a cross sec(on! And have a method
that smoothly matches on from limits to cross sec(ons.

Measured value
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95% CL
limit
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Experimentalists Need Theory to Predict Acceptance
and we need Full‐Dimensional diﬀeren(al predic(ons
• We usually calibrate our detector eﬃciency ourselves with control sample data
e.g. the tag‐and‐probe method using the two legs of a leptonic Z decay for lepton
trigger and ID eﬃciency
• We have Monte Carlos to tell us, say the eﬃciency to trigger and reconstruct (e.g.) a
Z boson, when measuring the Z cross sec(on, as a func(on of kinema(cal observables:
pT, rapidity, other ac(vity in the event
• We do not fully trust the Monte Carlo theory predic(ons – typically
they use LO matrix elements with more sophis(cated parton showering
which gets most of the physics right.
We thus adjust them to the highest‐order predic(ons we can ﬁnd.
We also verify modeling of distribu(ons in control samples where possible
• Analyses that cut on more than one variable (All HEP analyses!) need predic(ons of
signal and background distribu(ons in all relevant observables. NN’s too (Sergo).
• MC is the only prac(cal approach for us since it allows us to include detector simula(on
Really all MC’s are integrals, but event‐by‐event MC’s allow us to simulate the detector
in a prac(cal way that can be veriﬁed with data.
May 17, 2010
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Detector Response Is Complicated in Energy And Angles

We apply correc(ons to the data
(and separate ones to MC) to make
the data the most useful, and to
model it as best we can. We assign
Adelman et al., Nucl.Instrum.Meth.A566:375‐412,2006
systema(c uncertain(es to the modeling.
May 17, 2010
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Detector Lepton Acceptance is also Complicated
CDF Muons

CDF Electrons

Even though we can ﬁll in the cracks with hard work, we’re s(ll stuck with
messy geometries:
1) Not all lepton categories can trigger. These are good as second leptons in dilepton
analyses. Missing double‐crack dilepton events for example.
2) Detec(on eﬃciencies are diﬀerent for diﬀerent subdetectors
2) Backgrounds, especially fakes, depend on how much informa(on we have
Performance – eﬃciency and backgrounds – are calibrated with independent
data samples
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Incorpora(ng Good Ideas from Theorists
• We like them! Keep them coming!
• A recent example Steve pointed out:
Stewart, Tackmann, and Waalewijn
N‐Jemness: An Inclusive Event Shape to Veto Jets
arXiv:1004.2489 [hep‐ph]
Suggests a new variable to categorize how many jets are in an event, based on
loca(ons of energy deposits.
This is all ﬁne, but our detector is very non‐uniform. We cannot get away from our
validated Monte Carlo and s(ll have credibility.
What I like: Compare fully simulated predic(ons against uncorrected data.
(it’s okay to reconstruct and calibrate the reconstruc(on). But to correct data all the
way back to something directly useful theore(cally oyen involves ambiguity – some(mes
several dis(nct models predict the same data. And we have to invert that smearing!
So what we do: Take good ideas and adjust (reweight) our MC to match the good idea,
but make sure we keep the detector simula(on the way it is.
May 17, 2010
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Sources of Modeling Uncertain(es
Systema(c uncertain(es on MC predic(ons involve choices.
Oyen they result from a ﬁnite number of comparisons of models with data or
models with models
For example:
Pythia vs. Herwig: tests fragmenta(on, parton shower, hadroniza(on models
(and also technical issues – historically these included baryon content, B decay model,
and energy and momentum conserva(on). Color reconnec(on possible to include
in Pythia in various ways. Important for some measurements
ISR/FSR – see Steve’s talk. Uncertainty (ed to experimental measurements, but requires
MC to extrapolate the predic(on to other signals (like Higgs which we haven’t yet
measured)
PDF’s – again experimentally driven, but ﬁnite set of approaches (MSTW, CTEQ, Alekhin)
give diﬀerent predic(ons. Diﬀerent standards of uncertainty (68%? 90%?
diﬀerent Δχ2 deﬁni(ons. Many independent sources of uncertainty here
May 17, 2010
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More on PDF’s
Would like to evaluate just how correlated acceptance and cross sec(on predic(ons are.
When semng limits on or measuring the cross sec(on, don’t use the
PDF uncertain(es on the cross sec(on.
When semng limits on mH, need to put those in. Both need PDF uncertain(es
on the acceptance.
Ideally would like to carry around the eigenvectors as separate nuisance parameters
in the calcula(on of limits and cross sec(ons, but it’s a lot of work for not much
when it comes to acceptance.
See Jen’s talk for the latest eﬀorts.
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Signal Theory Uncertain(es for Discovery Signﬁcance
CLb = P(LLR ≥ LLRobs| H0)

p‐value = “1‐CLb” = P(LLR ≤ LLRobs| H0)
Example:
single top.
D0 observa(on
is very similar

p‐value results from a comparison of the data and
the background. Understanding the theore(cal
predic(on of the signal cross sec(on is much less
important than understanding the accepted background.
We spent most of our (me trying to understand the
background
Signal predic(ons are (for discovery) guides of where to look.
Diﬀeren(al signal predic(ons with proper ra(os in diﬀerent
kinema(c regions are important for correct measurement.

LLR
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